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balance (MB) models and their calibration, exploring the impact of 
various design choices on projections. Using the Open Global Glacier 
Model (OGGM), we compare the effects of different surface-type 
dependent degree-day factors, temporal climate resolutions (daily, 
monthly) and downscaling strategies (temperature lapse rates, 
temperature and precipitation correction) on projections for 88 glaciers 
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with in-situ observations. Our analysis shows that higher spatial and 
temporal resolution MB observations lead to more accurate MB gradient 
representations thanks to an improved calibration. Some choices have 
systematic effects. For example, weaker temperature lapse rates result 
in smaller glaciers in a warmer climate. However, we often find nonlinear 
effects, such as with the sensitivity to different degree-day factors for 
snow, firn, and ice, which depends on how the glacier accumulation area 
ratio changes in the future. Similarly, using daily versus monthly climate 
data can have opposite effects on different glaciers. Our study highlights 
the importance of considering minor model design differences to predict 
future glacier volumes and runoff accurately. However, the lack of 
independent observations limits our ability to evaluate the added value 
of additional model complexity.
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ABSTRACT. Glacier models contribute significantly to the uncertainty of8

glacier change projections. In this study, we focus on temperature-index mass-9

balance (MB) models and their calibration, exploring the impact of various10

design choices on projections. Using the Open Global Glacier Model (OGGM),11

we compare the effects of different surface-type dependent degree-day factors,12

temporal climate resolutions (daily, monthly) and downscaling strategies (tem-13

perature lapse rates, temperature and precipitation correction) on projections14

for 88 glaciers with in-situ observations. Our analysis shows that higher spatial15

and temporal resolution MB observations lead to more accurate MB gradient16

representations thanks to an improved calibration. Some choices have system-17

atic effects. For example, weaker temperature lapse rates result in smaller18

glaciers in a warmer climate. However, we often find nonlinear effects, such19

as with the sensitivity to different degree-day factors for snow, firn, and ice,20

which depends on how the glacier accumulation area ratio changes in the fu-21

ture. Similarly, using daily versus monthly climate data can have opposite22

effects on different glaciers. Our study highlights the importance of consid-23

ering minor model design differences to predict future glacier volumes and24

runoff accurately. However, the lack of independent observations limits our25

ability to evaluate the added value of additional model complexity.26
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1 INTRODUCTION27

Current glacier retreat is unprecedented considering the last 2000 years (IPCC, 2021). Global glacier mass28

loss is projected to continue into the 21st century in response to climate change and is linearly related to29

temperature change (Rounce and others, 2023; Edwards and others, 2021). Glaciers have been and will30

continue to be a major source of sea level rise in the 21st century (e.g. Church and others, 2013; Frederikse31

and others, 2020; Edwards and others, 2021). Furthermore, glaciers are important regulators of water32

availability in many regions of the world (Kaser and others, 2010; Huss and Hock, 2018) and glacial runoff33

can potentially buffer future droughts even in regions where runoff declines over the 21st-century (Ultee34

and others, 2022).35

Improving glacier evolution models is thus critical to better understand how glaciers will respond36

to climate change and improve predictions of corresponding impacts. By partitioning various sources of37

uncertainty, the Glacier Model Intercomparison Project Phase 2 (GlacierMIP2, Marzeion and others, 2020)38

found that the primary source of uncertainties of our projections in the first half of the century comes from39

differences in the glacier models. However, the study could not disentangle the choices in model design nor40

the specific processes responsible for these variations between glacier models. In our study, we will focus41

on a central component of glacier evolution models (Zekollari and others, 2022): the mass-balance (MB)42

model and its calibration.43

Most large-scale glacier models (9 out of 11 models in GlacierMIP2) use only temperature and precipi-44

tation climate data. Accumulation is estimated by snowfall (i.e., precipitation below a certain temperature45

threshold) and ablation by temperature-index models (e.g. Braithwaite and Olesen, 1989), where melt46

is computed by multiplying a calibrated degree-day factor by the sum of temperatures above a chosen47

threshold. This simple but reliable approach is still prevalent due to significant uncertainties in the local48

climate forcings and a lack of temporally and spatially-resolved MB observations that would be necessary49

to calibrate the free parameters from more complex MB models.50

The temperature-index models (in the following referring to the ablation and accumulation part of51

the MB model) used in the literature vary based on their temporal resolution, climate downscaling ap-52

proaches, representation of surface conditions and the processes that are explicitly modelled. While some53

temperature-index models of large-scale studies use monthly climate data (Marzeion and others, 2012;54

Maussion and others, 2019; Rounce and others, 2020b), others also include the daily temperature standard55
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deviation (Huss and Hock, 2015; Anderson and Mackintosh, 2012; Zekollari and others, 2019). Recent Gen-56

eral Circulation Models (GCMs) (e.g. ISIMIP3b, Lange, 2019) provide daily data, opening opportunities57

to evaluate the impact of temporal resolution on glacier projections. Some models use different degree-day58

factors for different surface types (e.g. snow, firn, ice, and debris cover; Radić and others, 2014; Huss and59

Hock, 2015; Zekollari and others, 2019; Rounce and others, 2020b,a; Compagno and others, 2022), while60

others do not (Marzeion and others, 2012; Maussion and others, 2019). Distinguishing surface types is more61

realistic, as the degree-day factor of snow is generally smaller than that of ice to account for the difference62

in albedo (e.g. Braithwaite, 2008); however, this distinction introduces more unknown parameters. Addi-63

tionally, using two or three surface types may not realistically represent the continuous evolution of albedo64

during the summer melt (Marshall and Miller, 2020). To our knowledge, no systematic comparison of65

these temperature-index model variants has been performed for data-scarce situations typical of large-scale66

studies where hundreds or thousands of glaciers are considered at once.67

In previous model intercomparisons, the calibration data also varied considerably by model, ranging68

from using in-situ direct glaciological observations from the WGMS (2020) for about 300 glaciers (e.g.69

Marzeion and others, 2012; Maussion and others, 2019; Shannon and others, 2019) to regional mean satellite70

geodetic MB estimates (e.g. Anderson and Mackintosh, 2012; Huss and Hock, 2015; Sakai and Fujita,71

2017). The different methods used to extrapolate the calibrated parameters between glaciers result in72

large uncertainties (e.g. Maussion and others, 2019). Using glacier-specific, instead of regional, mean73

geodetic MB estimates can capture sub-regional spatial variability and offers unprecedented opportunities74

for model calibration (Rounce and others, 2023; Compagno and others, 2021; Zekollari and others, 2019;75

Rounce and others, 2020b). The global geodetic glacier dataset of Hugonnet and others (2021) provides76

a mean specific glacier MB estimate between 2000 and 2019 for almost every glacier on Earth (ą 200 00077

glaciers). However, these geodetic estimates provide decadal averages and thus do not capture seasonal78

and/or interannual variations. Our findings suggest that often considered small changes in the model79

design, such as variations of temperature-index models and calibration options, can influence performance80

as well as volume and runoff projections. By changing only one model option at a time within the OGGM81

framework, we provide insight into glacier model behaviour differences that are not possible with large-scale82

glacier model intercomparison projects.83

Since glacier evolution models have multiple model parameters, the use of a single observation per glacier84

for calibrations causes the model to be overparameterised (Rounce and others, 2020b). This problem is85
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usually ignored by either fixing global parameters (Marzeion and others, 2012; Maussion and others, 2019)86

or by selecting parameter values sequentially in order of subjectively chosen importance (Huss and Hock,87

2015; Zekollari and others, 2019; Compagno and others, 2021). A first attempt to estimate the uncertainty88

arising from overparameterisation was implemented in Rounce and others (2020a,b) using an empirical89

Bayesian inverse model, which has the advantage of taking both the overparameterisation and observational90

uncertainties into account. At the glacier or basin scale, uncertainties originating from overparameterisation91

can be large, illustrating the need for more observational constraints. Recent advances may soon enable92

calibration frameworks to use regional to global estimates of elevation-dependent mass balance (Miles and93

others, 2021) and/or interannual and seasonal mass balance (Jakob and others, 2021). Our study provides94

insights into the future potential of model calibration based on soon-to-be available data sources.95

We aim to methodically evaluate the influence of individual model design choices on both the calibration96

procedure and glacier change projections. Specifically, we aim to determine the potential added value of97

more complex temperature-index model variants over simpler and less parameterised approaches. This98

added value will be evaluated in the context of the amount of calibration data usually available for large-99

scale studies, as well as in the context of physical plausibility and future glacier response to climate100

change. Our model choices include the temporal resolution of climate data (monthly or daily), downscaling101

strategies (near-surface temperature lapse rates as well as temperature and precipitation bias corrections),102

and surface-type dependent degree-day factors.103

We focus on 88 glaciers with long-term observations of annual, seasonal and, in some instances,104

elevation-dependent climatic mass balance from the WGMS (2020). The various temperature-index model105

variants and calibration procedures are implemented into the Open Global Glacier Model framework106

(OGGM), which is well adapted for such a model intercomparison study thanks to its modular structure.107

2 INPUT DATA AND METHODS108

2.1 Model setup and climate data109

We implemented the new MB models within the open-source numerical framework OGGM (Maussion and110

others, 2019), which has been used in several global and regional studies (e.g. Tang and others, 2023; Furian111

and others, 2022; Yang and others, 2022; Gangadharan and others, 2022; Li and others, 2022, for most112

recent examples). Here, we focus on the changes made to OGGM’s default configuration as of version 1.5.2.113

For this study, OGGM uses glacier outlines from the Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGIv6.0, Pfeffer and114
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others, 2014) and a digital elevation model to derive elevation-band flowlines (as in Huss and Farinotti,115

2012; Werder and others, 2020). We favoured elevation-band flowlines over multiple geometrical centerlines116

(also available in OGGM) as they are computationally cheaper and simplify the calibration.117

The W5E5v2.0 climate dataset (Lange and others, 2021) is used for the historical period of 1979-2019,118

while the five primary GCMs from phase 3b of the Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project119

(ISIMIP3b, Lange, 2019, 2022) are used for the future period of 2020-2100. The chosen GCMs are based120

on phase 6 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6, Eyring and others, 2016). Downscaled121

temperature and precipitation data from the nearest gridpoint are used to force the MB model for each122

elevation band (more in Sect. 2.2).123

Both W5E5 and ISIMIP3b are available in daily resolution and have a spatial resolution of 0.5˝ over124

the entire globe. Generally, GCMs have to be bias-corrected to approximately coincide with the climate125

dataset used for model calibration during the common time period. In this study, we did not apply an126

additional bias correction to match the mean and standard deviation over the largest common period, as the127

statistically downscaled GCMs from ISIMIP3b are already internally bias-adjusted to W5E5 over the period128

1979-2014 (Lange, 2019). Additionally, the bias adjustment from ISIMIP3b is more robust for extreme129

values than the "delta"-method that is commonly used in OGGM and other models (e.g. Zekollari and130

others, 2019) as GCMs from ISIMIP3b preserve trends across quantiles (Lange, 2019) and are specifically131

more reliable for daily climate data. For projections, we run the five GCMs from ISIMIP3b but only show132

the median of the five simulations for the various model options, as multi-GCM uncertainty is not a focus133

of this study. We run the simulations for two Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs): the low-emission134

scenario SSP1-2.6 and the very high-emission scenario SSP5-8.5, which correspond to a global temperature135

increase by 2100 compared to preindustrial times of 1.7˝C and 4.6˝C and a global glacier area-weighted136

temperature increase of 3.1˝C and 8.0˝C, respectively.137

Glacier dynamics are represented by a 1D shallow-ice flowline model in OGGM assuming a trapezoid138

bed shape. Ice thickness is estimated by applying the mass-conservation approach (Farinotti and others,139

2009, 2019; Maussion and others, 2019) and assumes the glacier outline and digital elevation model have140

the same date. For this study, we calibrate the creep parameter A individually for each glacier to match the141

ice volume estimates of Farinotti and others (2019) at the RGI year (for many glaciers close to 2000). More142

details about the OGGM are available on the model documentation website (http://docs.oggm.org) and143

in Maussion and others (2019).144
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2.2 Temperature-index model options145

The model options presented in this study are variations of the original temperature-index model of OGGM

presented in Maussion and others (2019). The (monthly or daily) mass balance Bi at an elevation z is

estimated as

Bipzq “ P solid
i pzq ´ df psnow{iceq ¨ max pTipzq ´ tmelt, 0q (1)

where P solid
i pzq is the solid precipitation (kg m´2 month´1 or kg m´2 day´1), Ti the air temperature (˝C)146

and tmelt the temperature threshold above which melt is assumed to occur (in this study: 0 ˝C, i.e., different147

from the OGGM default of -1 ˝C). df is the degree-day factor of a specific surface type (kg m´2 K´1 month´1148

or kg m´2 K´1 day´1). The fraction of solid precipitation is estimated from the monthly or daily mean149

temperature. Precipitation is assumed to be entirely solid below 0 ˝C and all liquid above 2 ˝C. In between,150

the solid precipitation proportion changes linearly.151

The temperature-index model variants all have at least three free parameters. Besides the degree-day152

factor, which can vary for different snow ages and ice, two parameters are often considered as part of the153

MB model but are, in fact, local climate downscaling or bias correction tools. Precipitation is corrected by154

a fixed multiplicative scaling precipitation factor (pf ) and temperature by a temperature bias (tb). Without155

the precipitation factor or temperature bias, the observed glacier MB can often not be reproduced by the156

model. These model parameters are not purely downscaling parameters. All MB model parameters account157

for local climate biases, missing MB processes (debris cover, avalanches ...) or erroneous MB observations158

(see Rounce and others, 2020b). As commonly done in large-scale studies and to not complicate the matter159

further, these parameters are assumed to be constant over the years.160

In total, we explore 18 combinations of temperature-index model variants (Table 1), which are all161

available to OGGM users (see Code & Data availability section).162

Temperature lapse rate choice163

The temperature is adjusted to the flowline gridpoint altitude by a lapse rate. We set the temperature164

lapse rate either to (i) a constant value (-6.5 K km ´1, reference option in OGGM) or (ii) extract it from165

pressure levels in ERA5 so that it is variable spatially and seasonally (i.e., we apply twelve constant monthly166

temperature lapse rates as in Marzeion and others, 2012; Huss and Hock, 2015; Rounce and others, 2020a).167

Note that we do not apply any precipitation gradient.168
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Table 1. Temperature-index model options used in this study, summing to 18 combinations. The simplest combi-
nation (constant temperature lapse rate, monthly climate data, and no surface-type distinction) is used as reference.

Model option Option name Details

Temperature

lapse rate

constant reference, -6.5 K km´1

variable spatially & seasonally variable, but the same over the years, derived from ERA5

Temporal climate

resolution

monthly reference, monthly temperature and precipitation

pseudo-daily
superimposed daily temperatures from daily standard deviation (spatially & seasonally variable,

but the same over the years), monthly precipitation

daily daily temperature & precipitation

Surface type

distinction

no reference, mixed snow-ice degree-day factor (df ) used

yes (neg. exp.)
negative exponential increase of snow df with snow age, ice df applied after six years,

df, fresh snow=df, ice ¨ 0.5, see Appendix Fig. 8

yes (linear) linear increase of snow df with snow age, everything else same as in neg. exp.

Temporal climate resolution choice169

Air temperature and precipitation data are used to force the model. We have three options for the climate170

data based on the temporal resolution and variability (Table 1): (i) monthly data, (ii) pseudo-daily data,171

(iii) daily data. The monthly option is the simplest, while the advantage of pseudo-daily and daily options172

is that melt can occur even if the monthly mean temperature is below 0˝C.173

Variants of the pseudo-daily option are currently in use by large-scale temperature index model applica-174

tions (Huss and Hock, 2015; Zekollari and others, 2019), while the daily option is less used (Anderson and175

Mackintosh, 2012) due to data availability. The pseudo-daily approach assumes that daily temperatures176

are normally distributed over the month. A quantile method is used to sample the normal distribution177

in a reproducible way to estimate the monthly melt. For a better comparison, we use a similar method178

as in past applications (e.g. in Huss and Hock, 2015). The same daily temperature standard deviation179

computed from the past climate (here: 2000-2019) is applied to future climate (i.e., we apply twelve con-180

stant daily standard deviations over the entire period). Note that in a warming world, the pseudo-daily181

approach will likely overestimate daily temperature standard deviations as temperature variances are ex-182

pected to decrease (specifically in the Northern Hemisphere winter, Screen, 2014; Tamarin-Brodsky and183

others, 2020).184

The daily option estimates solid precipitation from the daily temperature, while the monthly and185
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pseudo-daily options estimate the solid precipitation from the monthly mean temperature. Hence, the186

monthly and pseudo-daily approaches will have the same amount of solid precipitation but different melt187

amounts, while the daily option will have different amounts of melt and solid precipitation compared to188

the monthly option.189

Surface-type distinction choice190

Over snow and firn surfaces, less melt occurs for the same temperature compared to bare ice surfaces due191

to differences in albedo (e.g. Braithwaite, 2008). We track snow age with a new snow ageing bucket system192

(see Appendix A.1 for more detail) to distinguish between snow, firn, and ice at each elevation band,193

thereby enabling the use of different degree-day factors for these surface types. We assume a degree-day194

factor ratio of 0.5 between new snow and ice (as in Huss and Hock, 2015; Zekollari and others, 2019) but195

acknowledge that this is arbitrary (Rounce and others, 2020a). As the snow ages, we assume the ratio of196

the older snow to the ice degree-day factor increases every month, i.e., the assumed ratio of 0.5 is only197

applied for new snow and transitions to 1 over six years (i.e., the snow becomes ice). The speed of how the198

degree-day factor transitions from snow to ice surfaces is not well known.199

We therefore compare three approaches to determine the impact on model performance and glacier200

projections: (i) no degree-day factor change, (ii) a negative exponential increasing degree-day factor with201

snow age where 63% of the changes occur in the first year or (iii) a linearly increasing degree-day factor202

with snow age (Appendix Fig. 8d). An argument for using an exponential degree-day factor transition with203

time is that Marshall and Miller (2020) found a linear relationship between degree-day factor and albedo,204

and albedo can be parameterised to decay exponentially with time.205

2.3 Geodetic and in-situ mass balance observations206

The main MB observations used for calibration are the geodetic estimates from Hugonnet and others207

(2021) as they are globally available and presently the primary reference for global studies (Rounce and208

others, 2023). However, higher spatially and temporally resolved in-situ direct glaciological observations209

exist from the WGMS (2020) for around 300 glaciers. In the period of the applied climatic dataset (1979-210

2019), estimates of interannual MB variability of at least 10 years exist for 180 glaciers, and winter MB211

observations of at least five years exist for 118 glaciers. There are 95 glaciers with both sufficient winter212

MB and interannual MB variability data. MB profile data (with at least five years and five elevation213
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Table 2. Calibration options for glaciers with additional in-situ direct glaciological measurements from the WGMS
(2020). "Cal" means that this parameter is calibrated glacier-specifically, and "x" means this observational target
variable is used and matched. df stands for degree-day factor, pf for precipitation factor, tb for temperature bias,
prcp. for precipitation and std. for standard deviation. For C4 and C5, some in-situ observational data are used for
pre-calibration; they are therefore marked as "indirect". When comparing the options, we use only the 88 glaciers
that can be calibrated for all options and all temperature-index models given the assumed parameter ranges.

options &

glaciers used

parameter value target variable (for calibration)

df pf tb geodetic mean winter MB mean annual MB std.

C1 n=95 cal cal cal x x x (˘10%)

C2 n=118 cal cal 0 x x -

C3 n=180 cal cal 0 x - x

C4 n=247a cal constant, median of C3 0 x - (indirect)

C5 n=247a cal F(winter prcp.), cal by C2 0 x (indirect) -

acould also be applied on worldwide glaciers as it only uses the glacier-specific geodetic estimate

bands) exist for only 93 glaciers. We will show that these additional observations can be used to calibrate214

a glacier-specific precipitation factor and/or temperature bias alongside the degree-day factor for these215

glaciers (see Fig. 1).216

2.4 Mass-balance model calibration options217

We developed five calibration options for glaciers with additional in-situ data to calibrate the three free218

parameters (Table. 2). We set the allowed ranges of the degree-day factor to 0.33 – 33 kg m´2 K´1 day´1,219

precipitation factor to 0.1 – 10, and temperature bias to -8 – 8 K. All five options calibrate the MB model220

to match the 20-year average glacier-specific geodetic observation (2000-2019) from Hugonnet and others221

(2021). Two options also use the mean winter MB (C1, C2), and two options use the interannual variabil-222

ity (standard deviation) of annual MB (C1, C3). The precipitation factor varies on a glacier-per-glacier223

level for all options except for C4, and the temperature-bias is non-zero only for C1. For C4, we use a224

different precipitation factor for every temperature-index model option, which is set to be constant for all225

glaciers (median precipitation factor from C3). For C5, the precipitation factor depends on the glacier’s226

winter precipitation based on a logarithmic relation found from option C2 between winter precipitation and227

glacier-specific precipitation factor (Fig. S1a). This correction is arguably more reasonable than a constant228

precipitation factor because locations with a high baseline precipitation value are not corrected towards229

unrealistic amounts (Fig. S1b). The precipitation factor in C5 can be different for every glacier but is the230
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same for every temperature-index model option (Fig. 2e).231

Lower calibration option numbers use more observational data, thus reducing the number of glaciers that232

can be investigated due to calibration data availability. We found that the precipitation factor influences233

interannual MB variability and winter MB more than the temperature bias (e.g. Fig. 1). Therefore,234

we decided that calibration options C2 and C3 have a variable precipitation factor but do not apply any235

temperature bias. Option C4 is similar to how the precipitation factor was calibrated in OGGM, and option236

C5 is the new way of calibrating the precipitation factor (upcoming OGGM v1.6). All glaciers worldwide237

could be calibrated using C4 and C5.238

Since we want to model the total MB to assess the impacts of glacier change (e.g. seasonal runoff239

and sea level rise), all calibration and MB model options are tuned to match the total MB (i.e., average240

geodetic MB) and not the in-situ average climatic MB (the two are sometimes inconsistent for numerous241

reasons, e.g. Klug and others, 2018). The in-situ data is primarily used for estimates of the interannual242

variability, altitude-dependant MB profile, and winter MB.243

In total, 88 of 95 potential glaciers with available data could be calibrated for all five calibration options244

and all temperature-index model options when using the applied parameter ranges. We will compare the245

different options on these 88 glaciers, of which 84 come from the Northern Hemisphere (28 from Central246

Europe and 19 from Scandinavia, see Fig. S2). The MB profile data is only available for 53 out of the 88247

glaciers and has large uncertainties, so we only use it as an independent validation measure (see below).248

Note that an accurate MB profile leads to improved ice thickness estimates in mass-conserving inversion249

methods such as OGGM (Maussion and others, 2019) and likely influences future glacier volume.250

2.5 Model option comparison methods251

The performance of the MB model and calibration options is assessed by estimating how well they match252

the MB profile in terms of the mean MB gradient absolute bias below the equilibrium line altitude and253

the mean absolute error to the average altitude-dependent MB. We estimate the MB profile performance254

compared to calibration option C1 for all 18 MB model combinations for the 53 glaciers that could be255

calibrated and had observed MB profile data. For the MB model options, we compare the performance256

to the reference MB model using solely calibration option C5. We compare the agreement between the257

modeled and observed MB profile for 80 glaciers and the annual MB variability (independent dataset for258

C5, Table 1) for 212 glaciers. We also chose option C5 for the MB model performance comparison, as C5259
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(and C4) can be applied to glaciers globally.260

Differences in projected glacier volumes are analysed by dividing the individual glacier volumes for261

various MB model options against the reference MB model options or for the various calibration option262

compared to C1 for the years 2040 and 2100. This comparison could only be made for glaciers where no263

option projects a total glacier disappearance, which was the case for 45 out of 85 glaciers for SSP1-2.6 and264

15 glaciers for SSP5-8.5. We analyse general tendencies that are true no matter which set of options we265

choose. For the MB model choice, we thus compare the influence of a specific MB model choice (e.g. daily266

vs monthly temporal resolution) compared to all other MB models and all five calibration options together.267

Similarly, we evaluate the influence of a specific calibration option by comparing all 18 MB model options268

together. Additionally, we assess whether one calibration option results in more or less spread between the269

different MB model options by estimating the volume ratios of any option versus the reference MB model270

for the years 2040 and 2100. The distribution of the standard deviation of the MB model option volume271

ratios (i.e., each glacier has a standard deviation) is used to compare how much the MB model types vary272

for each calibration option for 2040 and 2100.273

3 FIXED-GEOMETRY MASS-BALANCE274

In this section, we explore the influence of the calibration and MB model options on the MB model output275

assuming a constant glacier area as of the RGI date, i.e., we do not update the glacier geometry and thus276

do not account for additional glacier geometry and elevation feedbacks to better isolate the differences277

between options.278

3.1 Influence of overparameterisation on the temperature-index model output279

Despite the simplicity of the temperature-index model, overparameterisation from downscaling model pa-280

rameters strongly influences the MB variability and gradient. We show these effects in Fig. 1 for a typical281

case of a large-scale glacier modelling study, where only one observation is available. Building upon Rounce282

and others (2020a), we vary either the precipitation factor or temperature bias while always matching the283

geodetic MB and analysing corresponding changes in the modeled MB interannual variability and MB284

profile.285

An increase in the precipitation factor results in a linear increase in the degree-day factor (Fig. 1a,286

Eq. 1). More annual precipitation results in more solid precipitation and a higher winter MB (Fig. 1e),287
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Fig. 1. Influence of downscaling MB model parameters on the calibrated (a, b) degree-day factor (df ) to match
the geodetic observations and on the resulting (c, d) interannual MB variability, (e, f) average winter MB and (g, h)
mean elevation-dependent MB profiles. Although all parameter combination choices can match the mean specific
MB equally well, they differ in the other measures. On the left plots, (a, c, e, g), temperature bias (tb) is set to zero
and precipitation factor (pf ) is varied while on the right plots, (b, d, f, h), pf is set to 2 and tb is varied. std stands
for standard deviation, mae for mean absolute error. The shown estimates & observations are for the Hintereisferner
glacier, Ötztal Alps, Austria using the reference MB model option. Each of the df , pf and tb combinations match
the one geodetic mean observation. Combinations that best match the in-situ observations are indicated.
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which is balanced by more melt to match the observed geodetic MB. The larger precipitation and degree-288

day factors also lead to a roughly linear increase of the interannual MB variability (Fig. 1c), as the289

multiplicative parameters amplify precipitation and temperature anomalies of the climate time series.290

The larger precipitation factor also causes a larger MB gradient, with more solid precipitation at the top291

and more melt at the bottom of the glacier (Fig. 1g).292

Increasing the temperature bias and keeping the precipitation factor constant, in turn, results in a293

logarithmic decay of the degree-day factor (Fig. 1b). Lower temperatures reduce the likelihood of crossing294

the melt threshold and increase the likelihood of crossing the solid precipitation threshold (Eq. 1), result-295

ing in this nonlinear behaviour. Lower temperature biases (and higher degree-day factors) also cause a296

logarithmic increase in the interannual MB variability (Fig. 1d). However, the influence on total variance297

is smaller than that of higher precipitation factors (Fig. 1c) because the degree-day factor only affects the298

melt rates and the temperature bias has a limited impact on accumulation rates. Winter MB decreases299

only slightly with increasing temperature; an effect that becomes more substantial for larger temperature300

biases (Fig. 1f). Therefore, varying the temperature bias does little to help match the observed winter MB.301

Finally, a positive temperature bias also decreases the MB gradient and makes the MB change with altitude302

more linear (Fig. 1h), as the reduction of solid precipitation at higher altitudes needs to be compensated303

by less melt at lower altitudes (i.e., a lower degree-day factor).304

3.2 Temperature-index model option influence on calibrated parameter combinations305

Due to a complex interplay between MB model parameters, the calibrated parameter combinations vary306

strongly between the temperature-index model and calibration options. To understand the reasons for the307

differences in performance and projections, we first show and analyse these model parameter differences308

based on the 88 glaciers where all options could be calibrated (Fig. 2).309

Temperature lapse rate choice310

The calibrated degree-day factor is smaller for the variable lapse rate option than the constant option311

(valid for all calibration and other MB model change options, Fig. 2). The variable lapse rate is, in our312

case, for most glaciers and months, less negative than the constant option (median of -5.6 K km´1 versus313

-6.5 K km´1). Therefore, the glacier is forced with higher temperatures using the variable lapse rate option314

as the lapse rate is less negative, and the glaciers are usually higher than the climate gridpoint altitudes,315
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Fig. 2. Calibrated model parameters for different temperature-index model (Table 1) and calibration (Table 2)
options C1´5. df stands for degree-day factor, pf for precipitation factor, and tb for temperature bias. The param-
eter distributions (median and interquartile range, 25%ile-75%ile) are shown for the 88 glaciers with enough in-situ
observations to apply all calibration options.
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which explains the smaller degree-day factors.316

When allowed to vary, the precipitation factor is larger for the variable and less negative lapse rates317

compared to the constant lapse rate. Following Fig. 1a, a smaller precipitation factor would be needed to318

match the observations if a lower degree-day factor is applied. Thus, the reversed relationship that results319

in lower degree-day factors for the variable lapse rates compared to the constant lapse rate is not a result320

of overparameterisation but a result of the higher air temperatures.321

Temporal climate resolution choice322

For the three temporal climate data options, the degree-day factor is lowest for the pseudo-daily and daily323

data and highest for monthly data (Fig. 2). We expect a smaller degree-day factor for the pseudo-daily324

and daily data as melt can occur in these options even if monthly mean temperatures are slightly below the325

melt temperature threshold. In all calibration options with variable precipitation factors (C1-C4, Fig. 2a-d),326

the theoretically decreased solid precipitation for the daily option is balanced out by a larger precipitation327

factor to match the average winter MB (Fig. 2b), the interannual MB variability (Fig. 2c) or both (Fig. 2a).328

Surface-type distinction choice329

If the temperature bias is kept constant at 0, we find that the degree-day factor for the option without330

surface-type distinction (i.e., for both snow and ice) is lower than the one used for ice in the surface-type331

distinction models (Fig. 2b-e). This is expected for the options with surface-type distinction since the332

higher (ice) degree-day factor is only applied for ice surfaces, and a lower degree-day factor (up to a factor333

of 0.5) is applied for snow or firn surfaces that have a higher albedo than ice surfaces (see Sect. 2.2 &334

Appendix Fig. 8). When using a snow degree-day factor that increases faster with snow age (using a335

neg. exp. instead of linear increase), the resulting ice degree-day factor is smaller than in the linear change336

assumption case. In the neg. exp. case, the degree-day factor will be larger for a few months old snow until337

a few years old firn than in the linear case due to the faster change in the beginning of the neg. exp. option338

(Appendix Fig. 8d).339

When only matching the winter MB and not applying any temperature bias (C2), the precipitation340

factor is almost the same for the three surface-type change options (Fig. 2b). Winter MB depends much341

more on the precipitation factor than the degree-day factor; thus, the surface-type distinction makes little342

difference. When matching interannual MB variability (option C3), a temperature-index model where the343
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degree-day factor changes from snow to firn or ice needs a smaller precipitation factor than one without344

(Fig. 2c). With surface-type distinction, positive MB anomalies from large (solid) precipitation years are345

enhanced by the lower snow degree-day factor, and negative MB anomalies are enhanced by using the higher346

firn or ice degree-day factor. Consequently, if a calibration option uses the same precipitation factor, the347

interannual MB variability will be larger for models including surface-type distinction.348

When having three free parameters (C1), neither precipitation nor degree-day factor changes consis-349

tently between the surface-type options (Fig. 2a). However, the temperature bias changes, which has a350

similar effect as a higher degree-day factor. A positive temperature bias is applied to balance out otherwise351

decreased melt for options with surface-type distinction, and a negative temperature bias is applied for352

those without surface-type distinction (Fig. 2a). Again, this is not a result of overparameterisation, but353

reflects the parameter combinations which better match all observed variables.354

3.3 Temperature-index model performance355

We used different temperature-index models where some may reproduce reality better than others. There-356

fore, we assess whether we can find an added value in these models by comparing modelled MB to inde-357

pendent validation data (Fig. 3, Fig. S3–5).358

The modelled MB gradient below the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is larger when using a constant359

instead of a variable (mostly less negative) temperature lapse rate (Fig. S4). Larger temperature changes360

along the glacier due to higher lapse rates increase the melt in the ablation area and the solid precipitation361

in the accumulation area. Using the constant lapse rate option coincides better with observed MB gradients362

below the ELA in combination with the no surface-type distinction options. At the same time, the constant363

lapse rate option results in worse performance in combination with surface-type distinction (Fig. 3a).364

When including surface-type distinction, we get a larger MB gradient below the ELA (Fig. S4) due to365

the different applied degree-day factors of snow and ice (specifically true for the linear changing case, see366

the MB profile comparison for an example glacier in Appendix Fig. 8d). As a result, using less negative367

(variable) temperature lapse rates that decrease the MB gradient below the ELA and applying surface-type368

dependent degree-day factors that increase the MB gradient below the ELA balance out each other. Both369

result in a similar gradient and, thus, a similar performance compared to the reference MB model option370

(Fig. 3a).371

There is no clear tendency in the MB gradient below the ELA for the different temporal climate372
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison from independent observations. The difference in the mean MB gradient absolute
bias below the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) is shown for (a) different MB models and (b) different calibration
options. Note that the comparisons in (a) are only from C5 and for 80 glaciers, while in (b), distributions represent
general tendencies from all 18 MB model options and 53 glaciers. In (a), the median measure from the reference
model using C5 is compared to the other MB model options. In (b), the median measure of all MB models of
options using C1 is compared to the other calibration options. The resulting distributions are represented by the
5%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile (median), 75%ile and the 95%ile. A distribution shift to the right means, for each measure, that
this option matches the validation measure worse than the reference option or C1. df stands for degree-day factor.
Further performance measures of the MB models are in Fig. S5 and of the calibration options in Fig. S6.
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resolution options (Fig. 3a) as there is also no systematic influence of the temporal resolution on the MB373

gradient below the ELA (Fig. S4). However, pseudo-daily or daily matches the observed MB gradient below374

the ELA better in combination with a model with surface-type distinction and a variable (less negative)375

lapse rate.376

The MB model performance based on the MB profile mean absolute error ratios are similar to those377

from the mean MB gradient absolute bias below the ELA (Fig. S5a). However, the differences in how well378

the MB model options match the observed interannual MB variability are smaller (Fig. S4b). Nevertheless,379

the MB model combinations that performed worse for the MB profile match (i.e., monthly, constant, with380

surface-type distinction) also performed worse in matching the annual MB variability (Fig. 3a, Fig. S5).381

3.4 Calibration option performance382

Some calibration options use more data than others, enabling us to assess whether this improves the383

model performance (Fig. 3b, Fig. S6). There is a clear tendency that including more observational data384

for calibration results in a better match with the observed MB profile (the only validation data for all385

calibration options), i.e., when additionally calibrating the downscaling parameter(s) (pf & tb) on a glacier-386

per-glacier level. However, the observed MB profiles are slightly better matched when the calibration of387

the degree-day factor and precipitation factor used the interannual MB variability (C3) instead of the mean388

winter MB observations (C2). When using both the interannual MB variability and mean winter MB for389

calibration (C1), no further improved performance was found compared to just matching the interannual390

MB variability (C3).391

3.5 Climate sensitivities of temperature-index model options392

Although the MB model options are all calibrated to the same average specific MB, the MB model options393

create diverging specific MB in a different climate, as their sensitivity to the climate anomalies varies. To394

isolate these differences, we analyse the direct drivers of temperature-index models similar to Bolibar and395

others (2022), i.e., cumulative positive degree-days (CPDD) and solid precipitation, on all 217 glaciers396

under calibration option C5. We differentiate between temperature-induced and annual precipitation-397

induced MB anomalies (Fig. 4a,e). We represent their dependence on CPDD, solid winter and summer398

precipitation anomalies that are induced by these temperature changes (Fig. 4b-d) or annual precipitation399

changes (Fig. 4f-h). For this synthetic experiment, we assume a fixed area over 20 years and still do not400
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temperature-induced sensitivities

precipitation-induced sensitivities

Fig. 4. MB sensitivity of (a-d) temperature and (e-h) precipitation anomalies averaged over the
period 2000–2019 on 217 glaciers. (a) Average specific annual MB anomaly dependent on applied temperature
bias (tb), separately for the ablation (melt) and accumulation (solid precipitation) term or both together (sum).
In (b), tb is translated into a cumulative positive degree-day (CPDD) anomaly. As the temperature changes, solid
precipitation changes as well. In (c, d), the respective relations of the resulting solid winter and summer precipitation
anomaly are shown. In (e, f, g, h), equivalent plots when applying an annual precipitation anomaly solely by a
changing precipitation factor (pf ) are shown. The plot is inspired by Bolibar and others (2022, their Fig. 3). Here we
use calibration option C5 because, in that option, pf of one glacier is the same for all MB models, which facilitates
comparisons. df stands for degree-day factor.
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account for any ice dynamics.401

With no surface-type distinction, melt decreases by definition linearly with increasing CPDD, and with402

that, specific MB increases almost linearly with increasing CPDD (Fig. 4b). However, when applying grad-403

ually changing degree-day factors for different surface types, the MB sensitivity becomes nonlinear with404

increased melt for larger CPDD anomalies because of increasing exposed ice area. With increasing tem-405

peratures, the solid precipitation also decreases (Fig. 4a, b). Consequently, the specific MB also strongly406

decreases as a result of temperature-induced negative solid precipitation anomalies, which is further en-407

hanced with surface-type distinction (Fig. 4c, d). Temperature-induced negative solid winter or summer408

precipitation anomalies correlate in our experiment with decreasing total solid precipitation and, thus, with409

increasing melt.410

Applying a negative temperature anomaly results in only a small increase in solid winter precipitation411

(Fig. 4c), since winter precipitation is primarily solid already. For that reason, the specific MB increase412

of temperature-induced solid winter precipitation is mainly a result of reduced melt and increased solid413

summer precipitation. The change in specific MB with temperature-induced positive solid summer precip-414

itation anomalies behaves the other way around (i.e., a reversed curve shape, Fig. 4d) with decreasing MB415

sensitivities for increased temperature-induced solid summer precipitation. The reason is likely that the416

solid summer precipitation contribution to MB increases faster than other dominant drivers of increased417

MB, i.e., less melt and increased solid winter precipitation.418

Annual precipitation anomalies without temperature change influence solid precipitation, and if the419

degree-day factor is surface-type dependent, it also influences the melt but not the CPDD (Fig. 4e, f). The420

otherwise linear increase of specific MB with precipitation-induced solid precipitation increase becomes421

nonlinear when applying a surface-type dependent degree-day factor (Fig. 4g, h). Due to the increased422

melt of ice surfaces, the divergence between the MB models increases for decreasing solid precipitation.423

Consequently, the relationship between specific MB and solid precipitation depends on the driver of424

the solid precipitation anomaly (temperature or precipitation change) and whether other anomalies are425

correlated to it. The relation is much stronger, nonlinear and varies between the seasons for all MB model426

options in case of a, likely more realistic in a future climate, temperature-induced anomaly (Fig. 4d, e)427

than in case of a precipitation-induced anomaly (Fig. 4g, h). The larger negative MB for stronger negative428

solid precipitation anomalies when including surface-type distinction is, however, the same in both cases.429

The temporal climate resolution, for example, also influences the sensitivity. Less melt occurs in the430
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Fig. 5. Aletsch glacier volume projections (2000-2100) for two SSP scenarios. The median, interquartile range
(25%ile–75%ile, IQR) and the total range resulting from (a) the temperature-index model options using C5 and (b)
the calibration options using the reference MB model are shown. Note that for this glacier, in (b), the calibrated
parameters and thus projections for options C1, C2 and C5 of the reference MB model are very similar. df stands
for degree-day factor, pf for precipitation factor, and tb for temperature bias. The volume estimates correspond to
the median volume from the five GCMs.

daily option for the same temperature bias or CPDD anomaly in case of positive temperature anomalies431

and vice versa (Fig. 4a, b). The differences result from the new imbalance between the influence of the432

temperature threshold and the smaller degree-day factor when using daily compared to monthly climate433

data (Fig. 2e). Additionally, the solid winter precipitation variations from temperature anomalies are434

stronger in the daily MB model as solid precipitation is estimated daily (Fig. 4c).435

4 INFLUENCE ON DYNAMIC GLACIER PROJECTIONS436

The comparison to MB profiles in Sect. 3.3 showed a relatively minor difference in performance among437

model options. Furthermore, the additional data required to properly calibrate all the model parameters438

are only available for a limited number of glaciers. Therefore, we now assess how small changes in the439

model design of the temperature-index model and its calibration can influence glacier volume projections440

outside of the calibration period. We start with a case study of a single glacier projected to not vanish in441

the course of the century (Aletsch glacier, Fig. 5), and then analyse all non-vanishing glaciers with sufficient442

calibration data (Fig. 6).443

Many glaciers with in-situ observations are melting away quickly, which makes comparisons complicated.444

From the 85 glaciers considered, approx. 14% of their volume is projected to remain in 2060, relative to445
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Fig. 6. (a) Individual glacier volume changes in 2040 and 2100 for 45 glaciers that could be calibrated on all
options and still exist in 2100 under the SSP1-2.6 scenario. Individual glacier volume ratios for (b-f) temperature-
index model and (g) calibration options. The resulting distributions are represented by the 5%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile
(median), 75%ile and the 95%ile. A distribution shift to the right (left) means that including this option instead of the
reference option results in a larger (smaller) glacier volume than the MB model combinations that use the respective
reference option. Note that the volume changes and ratios are estimated from all MB model and calibration options,
i.e., (a) represents 45 glaciers ¨ 5 calibration ¨ (3 ¨ 3 ¨ 2) MB model options. Volume ratios are in total represented
respectively by (b) 45 ¨ 5 ¨ p3 ¨ 3q, (c–f) 45 ¨ 5 ¨ p3 ¨ 2q, and (g) 45 ¨ p3 ¨ 3 ¨ 2q glaciers and options. The volume estimates
correspond to the median volume from the five GCMs. Fig. S8 shows the same for SSP5-8.5.
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2020, under the SSP1-2.6 scenario and 4% under the SSP5-8.5 scenario, respectively. For the Hintereisferner446

glacier, all examined MB models, calibration options, and both SSP scenarios project that 16% or less of447

the glacier volume relative to 2020 remains between the years 2047 and 2100 (Fig. S7). When including448

glaciers that completely disappear by the end of the century, differences between volume projections get449

small. Therefore, to assess the differences due to the model options, we focused only on the subset of450

glaciers that still exist in 2100 for the subsequent option comparison analysis.451

4.1 How do volume projections from temperature-index model options differ?452

For the Aletsch glacier, volume projections vary considerably between the temperature-index model options453

with differences of up to 24% in 2100, relative to the 2020 volume, under SSP1-2.6 (Fig. 5a). Over time,454

the MB model choice influence on the projections increases under SSP1-2.6 for Aletsch glacier (Fig. 5a)455

and other non-vanishing glaciers (Fig. 6b–e), as nonlinear feedbacks start to contribute more than the pure456

climate change signal.457

Temperature lapse rate choice458

The temperature lapse rate choice has the most systematic influence on glacier projections with smaller459

glacier volumes in 2100 for the variable (and less negative) temperature lapse rates compared to the460

constant option (Fig. 6b, similar for SSP5-8.5 in Fig. S8b). The elevation distribution of retreating glaciers461

is located at higher elevations compared to the calibration period (i.e., 2000-2019). Thus, the smaller462

calibrated degree-day factor cannot compensate any more for the increasing influence of the less negative463

temperature lapse rate and the stronger glacier mass loss for the variable (less negative) temperature lapse464

rate option increases when the glacier retreats further.465

Surface-type distinction choice466

Applying a surface-type dependent degree-day factor instead of a constant degree-day factor results in a467

minimally smaller projected glacier in 2040, while for many glaciers it results in a relatively larger glacier468

volume in 2100 under SSP1-2.6 (stronger effect with linear compared to neg. exp. degree-day factor change,469

Fig. 6c, e). However, under SSP5-8.5, applying surface-type distinction results in both 2040 and 2100 in a470

smaller glacier compared to no surface-type distinction (Fig. S8c, e).471

The explanation for the surface-type distinction dependent MB model differences in the case of the472
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SSP5-8.5 scenario and the first decades of SSP1-2.6 is likely that the glaciers’ increased relative ice-covered473

ablation area plays a more critical role in future specific MB than during the calibration period. Thus,474

the CPDD are larger than in the calibration period, which results, as shown in the temperature sensitivity475

analysis of Fig. 4c, in higher negative specific MB anomalies when including surface-type distinction due476

to the higher ice degree-day factor (Fig. 2). However, in the last decades of SSP1-2.6, many glaciers are477

projected to retreat enough to get into a quasi-equilibrium state or even advance again slightly because of478

local cooling (e.g. Aletsch glacier in Fig. 5a). This effect cannot be explained by the fixed-geometry tem-479

perature sensitivity experiment of Fig. 4. Only when considering the glacier retreat does the accumulation480

area ratio increase so that the smaller snow degree-day factor becomes more important than the calibration481

period and can thus explain the larger glacier volumes.482

Temporal climate resolution choice483

Using pseudo-daily or daily instead of monthly temperature data results in either smaller or larger future484

projected glacier volumes with a more extensive spread under the daily option (Fig. 6d, f). In the pseudo-485

daily option, only the melt component can be different to the monthly option (if using the same precipitation486

factor). Either melt increases if the influence of the monthly melt threshold is larger than the influence487

from the smaller calibrated degree-day factor applied in the pseudo-daily option (Fig. 4) or vice-versa.488

The melt component of the daily option is likely influenced by an additional aspect, the changing daily489

temperature standard deviation with increasing temperatures. The possible reason is that GCMs predict490

decreasing standard deviations over time, which decrease the melt threshold influence and thus increase491

the influence of the likewise smaller calibrated degree-day factor (see Fig. S9 for details).492

Another difference in the daily option is the daily liquid or solid precipitation. In a warmer climate,493

under the same precipitation, both winter accumulation and summer ablation might decrease for the494

daily MB model due to decreased solid winter precipitation and a decreased melt threshold influence (also495

visible in the MB climate sensitivity analysis of Fig. 4a). In essence, projected differences between daily496

and monthly options depend on whether and how the balance shifts between the calibrated parameter497

differences and the influence of thresholds for melt and solid precipitation.498
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4.2 How do volume projections from the calibration choice options differ?499

In the first decades, the five calibration choice options influence the Aletsch glacier volume projections500

more than the MB model choice (Fig. 5). For calibration options with a relatively small precipitation501

factor (C1, C2, C5; all with very similar MB model parameters), the Aletsch glacier is projected to lose502

less volume in the first decades but more in the last 40 years of the 21st century compared to the options503

with a larger precipitation factor. For SSP1-2.6, Aletsch glacier could retreat to higher altitudes where504

it survives and even grows as the increased precipitation (of which more is solid at higher altitudes)505

outweighs the larger degree-day factor for that calibration option. The same is valid for other glaciers (e.g.,506

the Hintereisferner glacier in Fig. S7).507

For all non-vanishing analysed glaciers (Fig. 6g), the different calibration options result in similar508

projected individual glacier volumes in 2040, but their estimates diverge in 2100. With additional glacier-509

specific data, such as using the average winter MB or standard deviation of the annual MB to calibrate510

the MB model parameters (i.e., done in C1, C2, C3), slightly more glacier volume is projected to be511

lost under SSP1-2.6. This effect gets stronger under SSP5-8.5 for the 15 remaining glaciers (Fig. S8g).512

However, the calibration option’s influence on the glacier projections depends strongly on the individual513

glacier. Possible reasons are which calibration options use a relatively larger precipitation and degree-day514

factor, and whether the glacier is more in an ablation- or accumulation-dominant situation than during the515

calibration period. Additionally, the MB model choices’ influence on volume projections differs between516

the calibration options. Generally, using more data for calibration and allowing for glacier-specific MB517

model parameters (i.e., C1) creates a more extensive spread between the MB model options than using less518

observational data (smallest spread for C4), which increases over time (Fig. S10).519

5 DISCUSSION520

5.1 Temperature-index model parameter choice differences521

We analyse how our MB model parameter distributions differ to other studies. The range of the degree-522

day factor of ice in this study for MB model options with surface-type distinction (Fig. 2) is within the523

applied range of other local and regional temperature-index models (e.g. Rounce and others, 2020b; Huss524

and Hock, 2015; Braithwaite, 2008). Note that the unit of the degree-day factor in e.g. Huss and Hock525

(2015); Braithwaite (2008) is in mm K´1 day´1, however, they actually mean mm w.e. K´1 day´1.526
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Our average precipitation factor, considering all model and calibration options, is around three (Fig. 2),527

which is higher than previous studies (e.g. in Huss and Hock, 2015; Rounce and others, 2020b). The higher528

precipitation factor is likely due to differences in the climate datasets, glaciers investigated, precipitation529

gradients, and/or calibration schemes. For example, Huss and Hock (2015); Zekollari and others (2019)530

restrict the precipitation factor to a maximum value of two and proceed to change the degree-day factor531

or temperature bias accordingly to match observations.532

The overparameterisation issue results in different combinations of the three MB model parameter533

combinations matching equally well when only one observation is available. Higher degree-day factors can534

be balanced by larger precipitation factors or lower temperature biases (Fig. 1a, b, equally found in Rounce535

and others, 2020b). Consequently, many factors besides the MB model choices determine the calibrated536

MB model parameters, which complicates comparisons.537

5.2 Fixed-geometry model differences538

Our study showed that different MB model or calibration options can result in considerable differences539

in modelled interannual, seasonal and elevation-dependent MB (Fig. 1, Fig. S4, Fig. 3) even over the540

calibration period. Here we discuss whether more complex MB models improve projections, how sensitive541

different MB models are to the climate and the added value of more observations.542

MB model performance comparisons543

Our goal was to determine the best temperature-index model option for a calibration option where just544

geodetic glacier observations are available (here C5). While different MB model option combinations can545

have a similar performance as different aspects balance each other out (Fig. 3a, Fig. S5), using daily546

data, variable (less negative) lapse rates and a varying neg. exp. degree-day factor is arguably the most547

realistic physically, and matches the MB profile best under option C5 (Fig. 3a, Fig. S5b). Furthermore,548

this combination could be calibrated and applied for 235 out of 247 glaciers with option C5 (3rd best549

combination, Fig. S3b ). The other MB model options could be used for 213 (monthly, constant & linear550

degree-day factor change) to 240 (pseudo-daily, variable, & no degree-day factor change) glaciers. To our551

knowledge, this is the first study that compares the performance of variations of temperature-index models552

and evaluates the use of daily climate data at regional scales.553

Several studies compared temperature-index models to more complex MB models with a separate554
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shortwave radiation term. These enhanced temperature-index models seem to perform better by reducing555

the sensitivity of the temperature-index models to temperature changes (Gabbi and others, 2014), although556

another study found no difference in performance over short time periods (Réveillet and others, 2017). In a557

regional-scale study, Huss and Hock (2015) did not find an added value in model performance when using558

the even more complex, simplified energy-balance model of Oerlemans (2001) instead of their temperature-559

index model.560

The lack of calibration and validation data at regional and global scales makes it difficult to assess561

the added value of model complexity. Using more complex temperature-index or energy-balance models562

usually requires more glacier-specific free parameters, and fixing them on a regional level may overshadow563

uncertainties from overparameterisation.564

MB model climate sensitivity differences565

We compare our climate sensitivities to similar experiments by Bolibar and others (2022, all 660 French566

Alpine glaciers) and Vincent and Thibert (in review, 2 Alpine glaciers). Bolibar and others (2020) found567

that using a deep learning MB model with daily temperature, precipitation, snowfall, and glacier topogra-568

phy as input to model annual MB outperformed a linear LASSO (i.e., a regularised multi-linear regression)569

model in a case study of 32 glaciers in the French Alps, specifically for extreme MB. However, their LASSO570

MB model behaves differently than a temperature-index model, and it is unclear how different temperature-571

index model options would behave in comparison. We therefore designed a similar experiment with our572

temperature-index model options (Fig. 4).573

Without surface-type dependent degree-day factor change, our models respond to CPDD anomalies in574

a similar fashion to the LASSO MB model of Bolibar and others (2022). Our study found nonlinear MB575

responses to CPDD anomalies when including surface-type distinction (Fig. 4b). It was not possible to576

analyse very negative CPDD anomalies as CPDD is defined as positive. This increased sensitivity with577

increasing CPDD was qualitatively also found in Vincent and Thibert (in review) using a temperature-578

index model with separate degree-day factors for snow and ice. The deep-learning MB model of Bolibar579

and others (2022) captured a similar but less pronounced nonlinearity. A part of the physical explanation580

for the nonlinearities found in all three studies could be that for large positive CPDD anomalies, snow on581

the surface is lost, and thus a greater fraction of the glacier’s surface is ice, which is more temperature-582

sensitive. The less pronounced nonlinearity in Bolibar and others (2022) hints at other counteracting583
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processes detected by the deep-learning MB model (e.g. possible decreasing MB sensitivity with increasing584

temperatures due to reduced solar radiation importance in a warming world). Also, CPDD anomalies in585

Bolibar and others (2022) were only distributed over the ablation season, and surface-type distinction was586

only modelled implicitly by the neural network.587

Our study found a driver-dependent specific MB sensitivity for solid winter and summer precipitation588

anomalies. If induced by temperature changes, solid winter or summer precipitation anomalies create non-589

linearities with either increasing or decreasing MB sensitivity to changes in solid precipitation (Fig. 4d, e)590

for all of our MB model options. On the other hand, precipitation-induced solid winter or summer precipita-591

tion anomalies were linearly related to the specific MB for MB models without surface-type distinction and592

nonlinear, with increasing negative specific MB, for MB models with surface-type distinction (Fig. 4g, h).593

In Vincent and Thibert (in review), the MB sensitivity to their precipitation-induced solid winter594

precipitation anomalies increases for negative anomalies, i.e., qualitatively similar to our experiment when595

accounting for surface-type dependent degree-day factors (Fig. 4g). Bolibar and others (2022) directly596

use solid winter or summer precipitation anomalies as predictors in their MB models. Consequently, in597

their study, solid winter precipitation anomalies are independent of temperature changes and solid summer598

precipitation, and vice-versa. Our precipitation-induced solid precipitation anomaly is, therefore, similar to599

the experiments in Bolibar and others (2022), although in our case, solid winter and summer precipitation600

are linearly correlated by the applied precipitation factor that modifies the annual precipitation.601

Similar to our MB models without surface-type distinction, the LASSO MB model of Bolibar and oth-602

ers (2022) results in a linear relation between precipitation-induced solid precipitation and MB. However,603

unlike all our MB model options, the deep learning MB model of Bolibar and others (2022) has a larger604

MB sensitivity for small solid precipitation anomalies and a smaller MB sensitivity for strong positive and605

negative anomalies, specifically for solid summer precipitation anomalies. Different induced correlations606

make it complex to compare the experiments between the studies. Although the applied solid precipita-607

tion anomalies in Bolibar and others (2022) were independent of other variables such as temperature, the608

deep-learning MB model was trained with data where e.g. positive solid summer precipitation anomalies609

were related to negative temperature anomalies. The reason is that over the historical (and future) cli-610

mate, climatological solid precipitation anomalies induced by temperature changes are more common than611

precipitation changes. The decreasing MB sensitivity for positive solid summer precipitation anomalies in612

Bolibar and others (2022) was equally found for all of our MB model options if applying a temperature-613
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induced solid summer precipitation anomaly. The opposing nonlinear sensitivities for negative anomalies614

remain to be explained. Bolibar and others (2022) argue that the deep-learning MB model might capture615

decreasing ice degree-day factors for increasing temperatures (Braithwaite, 1995; Huss and others, 2009).616

An explanation for that would be a temporally changing relation between melt and temperature due to617

non-changing shortwave radiation fluxes but changing longwave radiation and turbulent fluxes (Gabbi and618

others, 2014; Ismail and others, 2023). These processes are not implemented in our models, and further619

study is necessary to test this hypothesis.620

To better understand different MB model sensitivities, it would be necessary to directly compare our621

model variants to models separating shortwave radiation from temperature-induced melt (e.g. enhanced622

temperature-index or energy-balance models, Gabbi and others, 2014). Theoretically, if incoming shortwave623

radiation stays constant, the MB model temperature sensitivity would decrease for more positive CPDD624

anomalies with these enhanced MB models (Ismail and others, 2023). The nonlinearity of decreased625

shortwave radiation importance can counteract those from models with surface-type distinction. Depending626

on which feedback is critical, a MB model without surface-type distinction could, by chance, behave more627

similarly to one with both surface-type distinction and a separate shortwave radiation term. However,628

model parameter calibration might strongly influence the outcome, and the effect of overparameterisation629

should be analysed. Another feedback is the changing hypsometry, which we and the other two studies did630

not include in the sensitivity experiment (further discussed in Sect. 4.1, 5.3).631

Added value of additional observational data for the calibration632

We found a slightly improved MB model performance for calibration options with more observational data,633

specifically when using the interannual MB variability to calibrate the precipitation factor for every glacier634

(Fig. 3b, Fig. S6). The climate dataset choice can have a similar influence on the model performance as635

the precipitation factor choice, i.e., both a climate dataset with larger winter precipitation (Compagno and636

others, 2021) or a larger precipitation factor (Fig. 1e) result in a larger winter MB.637

Using 16 regionally fixed parameter sets of precipitation factors and degree-day factors and only chang-638

ing the temperature bias on a glacier-per-glacier level resulted in poorer model performance for Huss and639

Hock (2015) compared to their reference parameter calibration option for glaciers in the European Alps.640

Their reference parameter calibration option was a three-step calibration scheme varying first the precip-641

itation factor in a specific range, then, if necessary, the degree-day factor within a range, followed by the642
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temperature bias.643

When optimising six MB model parameters to geodetic, point stake data and transient snowline retreat,644

the resulting parameter combination ensemble showed only little spread over historical MB estimates on645

a single glacier in Geck and others (2021). Their small overparameterisation influence likely results from646

both higher temporally and spatially resolved MB observations for calibration and smaller downscaling647

parameter ranges since weather station data was used to force their enhanced temperature-index model.648

We found that in-situ glacier MB observations could improve the model performance and reduce un-649

certainties due to overparameterisation. Thus, potential future remote sensing data on regional to global650

scales to estimate the MB gradient, seasonal and interannual MB will improve model performance by bet-651

ter constraining free model parameters. Interferometric swath altimetry applied on CryoSat-2 produces652

seasonal and multiannual glacier thinning estimates at unprecedented monthly temporal resolution (Jakob653

and others, 2021), yet at coarse spatial resolution (100x100 km bins). By combining glacier thinning with654

surface velocity observations and ice thickness estimates, altitudinally-resolved specific mass balances can655

be derived (Miles and others, 2021). Those are, however, uncertain, specifically over the accumulation656

period, as each of the necessary variables is uncertain. Additionally, these new techniques and datasets are657

not yet globally available and need to convert elevation to mass changes which results in further uncer-658

tainties that are in total much larger than in-situ observations (Huss, 2013), i.e., firn densification models659

might be needed to reduce these uncertainties. Using higher-resolved dynamically downscaled climate data660

could also constrain the local downscaling parameter range (e.g. Karger and others, 2017). It is however661

unlikely that large-scale studies will benefit from drastically improved forcing data in the near future. Here,662

glacier models combined with remote sensing could even help to detect forcing biases (e.g. Guidicelli and663

others, 2022).664

Without this additional remote-sensing data, we favour calibration option C5 over C4 for OGGM665

users. Using glacier-specific precipitation factors depending on the glaciers’ average winter precipitation666

(C5) instead of the same precipitation factor for every glacier (C4) results in a less wide distribution,667

i.e., unrealistically large precipitation values that occur for C4 are avoided (Fig. S1b). In C5, we use the668

logarithmic relation between winter precipitation and calibrated precipitation factor of option C2, where669

winter MB is matched. Thus another reason to use C5 is that the precipitation factor dependence on670

the winter precipitation could make physically more sense and is independent of the model choice. The671

precipitation factor depends rather on winter MB than interannual variability as winter MB depends672
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mostly on the amount of solid precipitation, and most precipitation is solid in winter (at least in mid- and673

high-latitude climates).674

5.3 Dynamic volume and runoff projection differences675

We projected that Aletsch glacier, the largest glacier in the European Alps, loses 50-83% of its volume676

under SSP1-2.6, and ą 95% under SSP5-8.5, relative to 2020, for the different MB model and calibration677

options of this study (Fig. 5). Aletsch glacier projections from a full-stokes glacier model (Jouvet and678

others, 2011) and two dynamical large-scale glacier model studies (Rounce and others, 2023; Zekollari and679

others, 2019) under approximately the same climate scenarios lie at the lower part of our loss ranges. The680

reasons for these differences are difficult to disentangle. In the sections below, we compare our results with681

previous studies and analyse the influence of model choice on projections of glacier runoff, one of the most682

important variables for future planning.683

MB model influence on volume projections684

In a warming climate, less negative temperature lapse rates result in more projected glacier loss (Fig. 6,685

lapse-rate option "variable"). How different our lapse rates are from other large-scale glacier studies (Huss686

and Hock, 2015; Zekollari and others, 2019; Rounce and others, 2020a) is unknown. It also needs to be687

clarified how well the ERA5-derived free-atmosphere temperature lapse rates used here and in these studies688

are related to near-surface temperature lapse rates. Some studies suggest that the near glacier-surface lapse689

rates are rather weaker during the ablation season compared to the free-atmosphere estimates (e.g. Gardner690

and others, 2009; Hodgkins and others, 2013). Our ERA5-derived estimates are, however, stronger (more691

negative) in the ablation compared to the accumulation season (not shown).692

Interestingly, the temporal climate resolution choice has no systematic influence on regional glacier693

change projections (Fig. 6d, f). Using the pseudo-daily climate option with no future changes in the daily694

temperature standard deviation, i.e., as applied in Huss and Hock (2015) and Zekollari and others (2019),695

results only in minor projection differences compared to the monthly climate option. The influence of using696

daily instead of monthly data depends on how the balance shifts between calibrated parameter differences697

and the impact of thresholds for melt and solid precipitation. However, when coupling glacier models with698

hydrological models, it can be beneficial to use daily climate data to get daily runoff output data.699

The response of MB models with and without surface-type distinction (Fig. 6, Fig. S8) depends on the700
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Fig. 7. Influence of downscaling MB model parameters on (a, b) volume and (c, d) runoff projections for the
Aletsch glacier, European Alps, using the reference temperature-index model during the period 2003-2099. The
colors indicate the chosen precipitation factor (pf ) or temperature bias (tb) as presented in (e, f), which shows the
relation between model parameter and average annual runoff. On the left plots, (a, c, e), tb is set to zero and pf

is varied while on the right plots, (b, d, f), pf is set to 2 and tb is varied. Although all parameter combination
choices are calibrated to the same average geodetic MB, they differ substantially in volume and runoff estimates.
Future projections are the median estimates from five GCMs under the SSP1-2.6 scenario. The four different runoff
components from OGGM are in Fig. S11. Fig. S12 shows the same for the Hintereisferner glacier.

future glacier state. If the future accumulation area ratio is smaller than during the calibration period, MB701

models with surface-type distinction cause more mass loss (more melt over ice), and vice versa for larger702

accumulation area ratios (less melt over snow).703

Other large-scale glacier models did not analyse the influence of the small temperature-index model704

changes as we did in our study. When comparing their temperature-index model to a simplified energy-705

balance model, Huss and Hock (2015) found that the energy-balance model reduced glacier loss projections706

by about 20%, which is in the same order of magnitude as the projection differences from our temperature707

lapse rate options.708

Calibration option and overparameterisation influence on volume projections709

We found slightly more glacier volume loss when calibrating glaciers with additional in-situ observations710

(Fig. 6). The differences vary on an individual glacier level, e.g., on the precipitation versus degree-day711

factor choice (exemplarily shown in Fig. 7a, b) and the accumulation-area ratio relative to the calibration712

period. These differences also show the influence of overparameterisation on glacier volume projections,713

as all options equally match the one geodetic observation. For the Aletsch glacier, a larger precipitation714
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factor results in a faster projected mass loss in the first decades but causes less projected mass loss at the715

end of the century under SSP1-2.6 (Fig. 7a).716

In Huss and Hock (2015), overparameterisation influenced glacier projections of selected regions by717

˘18% compared to their reference calibration option (assessed by 16 fixed parameter combinations). Com-718

pagno and others (2021) analysed the influence of small precipitation factor range shifts (˘0.6) in their719

three-step calibration and found glacier projection differences of ď4%. A larger precipitation factor range720

and a different order in their three-step calibration could result in more significant differences. Rounce721

and others (2020a) found that glacier volume projections can be greatly affected by overparameterisation722

at the glacier scale but are much less affected by overparameterisation compared to the GCM choice at723

the regional scale. However, the influence might depend on their method for aggregating uncertainties at724

the regional scale. Furthermore, they argue that other metrics, such as glacier runoff projections, are more725

systematically influenced by the MB model parameter choice.726

Fixed-gauge glacier runoff projection differences727

Besides examining differences in glacier volume changes, we repeated our comparisons for fixed-gauge728

glacier runoff (here the sum of the melt and liquid precipitation components from the formerly glacierized729

area) changes (Fig. 7, Fig. S11–17). We found that the MB model options considerably systematically730

influence glacier runoff projections (Fig. S13a, Fig. S15a, Fig. S17a). In many cases, using variable (less731

negative) lapse rates, daily climate resolution, and no surface-type distinction resulted in larger annual732

runoff (Fig. S17b–f). We found a strong annual glacier runoff increase for larger precipitation factors (ex-733

emplarily shown in Fig. 7c, e), while the temperature bias choice has only minimal non-systematic influence734

(Fig. 7d, f). A larger precipitation factor directly increases the liquid precipitation and also indirectly in-735

creases the melt runoff components due to a larger calibrated degree-day factor (Fig.1a, Fig. S11). If736

different precipitation factors are used, glacier runoff varies strongly between the calibration options (e.g.737

Fig. S13b for Aletsch glacier) and is smallest for the calibration option with the overall smallest precipita-738

tion factor (i.e., C4, Fig. 2, Fig. S17g for 83 examined glaciers). How and if total runoff is influenced by739

the temperature bias depends on the runoff components allocation and their temperature influence. For740

the Aletsch glacier, the runoff components compensate for one another over the entire period (Fig. 7d, f).741

Studies suggest that interannual precipitation might influence glacier runoff less than temperature742

changes (e.g. Banerjee and others, 2022; Pramanik and others, 2018). The reason is that larger annual743
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precipitation can result in similar annual glacier runoff, as decreased melt runoff compensates for increased744

liquid precipitation. This does not contradict our reversed relation found for the climate downscaling model745

parameters (Fig. 7e, f), as we vary the precipitation factor or temperature bias before the calibration.746

Thus, the degree-day factor changes as well (see Fig. 1a, b) and influences the melt runoff components747

(Fig. S11a, b). Therefore, different model parameter combinations influence the runoff in a different way748

compared to changing climate patterns of temperature and precipitation.749

Comparisons to GlacierMIP2 and Rounce and others (2023)750

GlacierMIP2 (Marzeion and others, 2020) compared projections of different large-scale glacier models in751

a coordinated effort. The sources of the projection differences were difficult to disentangle as not only752

the MB model but also the calibration strategy, climate data, and the initial state were different between753

glacier models. The study also estimated each model’s sensitivity of the mean specific mass balance to754

temperature changes using an inverse approach which we repeated with our MB model variants. We found a755

lower negative temperature sensitivity when not including surface-type distinction or using daily instead of756

monthly data (not shown). Similarly, in GlacierMIP2, from the four near-global models using temperature-757

index models, those without surface-type distinction (Maussion and others, 2019; Marzeion and others,758

2012) had a lower negative temperature sensitivity than those with different degree-day factors between759

surface types (Huss and Hock, 2015; Radić and others, 2014). However, besides the MB model option760

specifics analysed in our study, the applied local-scale climate, dependent on, e.g., the chosen precipitation761

factor, climate datasets, or precipitation gradients, also influences the temperature sensitivity differences.762

One of the two energy-balance models from GlacierMIP2 had the lowest temperature sensitivity (Shannon763

and others, 2019). Both energy-balance models generally projected the least negative mass balances. The764

reason might be relatively small future changes in downwelling long- and short-wave radiation despite765

increasing temperatures (Shannon and others, 2019) and thus a possible temperature-oversensitivity of766

temperature-index models (see Sect. 5.2). Nonetheless, the influence of overparameterisation on large-scale767

energy-balance model projections needs to be better determined.768

The model used to create projections for Rounce and others (2023) is most similar to OGGM as it769

uses the glacier dynamics module of OGGM, but the MB module of the Python Glacier Evolution model770

(PyGEM). Rounce and others (2023) project in 2100 around 16% lower relative glacier volume than our771

median projections under SSP1-2.6 (for all model options, three common GCMs, and 41 non-vanishing772
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glaciers). The differences are reduced on median to 2-15% lower relative glacier volumes (calibration773

option dependent) when comparing only to our temperature-index model that resembles most to Rounce774

and others (2023) (i.e., variable lapse rates, neg. exp. degree-day factor change and pseudo-daily climate).775

Specifically, applying the same temperature lapse rate approach reduced the volume projection differences.776

The absolute runoff projections of Rounce and others (2023) are generally smaller and the runoff got777

reduced stronger from 2020 until 2100 compared to our options (using 85 common examined glaciers).778

These volume and runoff projection differences that increase on an individual-glacier level might result779

from the study-specific choices in the parameter calibration, bias correction, and temperature-index model.780

5.4 Limitations781

Due to the lack of robust, high temporally and spatially resolved observational data, we only analysed782

88 glaciers, of which most come from the northern mid-latitudes (28 from Central Europe and 19 from783

Scandinavia). Around half of these glaciers vanish by 2100 for at least one of the options, even under SSP1-784

2.6. The examined sample may thus not represent the response of global glacier mass. In addition, some785

glaciers could not be calibrated with the proposed calibration options, hinting at missing model physics,786

poorly downscaled local climate, or MB observational errors.787

Although higher-resolved geodetic estimates exist regionally (e.g. Miles and others, 2021; Jakob and788

others, 2021), we only used the more robust in-situ and 20-year average geodetic MB observations. We789

neglected uncertainties from all used MB observations. The observation uncertainties and overparame-790

terisation could be estimated using Bayesian inference (Rounce and others, 2020b). However, it remains791

challenging to aggregate and disentangle these uncertainties from individual to regional scales. We also792

did not assess the influence of uncertainties from GCMs, which can be larger than uncertainties from over-793

parameterisation (e.g. Rounce and others, 2020a). Initial state and bias correction uncertainties are also794

neglected. Instead, we focused on the temperature-index model design and MB model calibration choice.795

As small changes in the temperature-index model already had such an influence, we did not implement796

more enhanced MB models, which could be the next step. However, even simple choices such as how797

the degree-day factor gradually changes with ageing snow still need to be determined. We propose two798

approximations but believe that the neg. exp. degree-day factor change option is more appropriate than799

the linear option. We could also have applied more simple surface-type distinction methods with a step-800

wise change between snow, firn and ice (e.g. Huss and Hock, 2015; Rounce and others, 2020a). We chose801
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the monthly ageing snow ageing bucket system (see Sect. A.1), as this scheme could eventually be used802

to estimate firn densification and thus calibrate on more robust elevation changes instead of MB with803

an assumed density conversion. We did not explicitly include refreezing, as large-scale observations, e.g.804

englacial temperature, are missing; nor did we include debris cover.805

We vary three MB model parameters and keep them constant over time, although e.g. the snow degree-806

day factor was found to vary specifically under clear-sky conditions (e.g., depending on altitude and solar807

inclination) and changing cloud cover creates temporal instability of the parameter (Ismail and others,808

2023). In addition, the influence of using daily or monthly climate data could equally depend on the809

chosen solid precipitation and melt thresholds which we fixed to global values. For example, Matthews and810

Hodgkins (2016) found that tuning the melt threshold increased their skill and resulted in a more stationary811

degree-day factor over their 34-year study period. Furthermore, we assume constant temperature lapse812

rates and the choice of lapse rate strongly influenced the MB. Due to the lack of data, we neglect changes813

in the temperature lapse rate in the future, such as enhanced warming rates with elevation (Pepin and814

others, 2015; Palazzi and others, 2019), so we might underestimate glacier mass loss.815

We did not include glacier hypsometry changes for the (non)linear climate sensitivity analysis of816

Sect. 3.5. Thus, these theoretical sensitivities differed from our dynamical projection findings where glaciers817

can adapt to the changing climate. For the calibration over the 20 years, we also do not apply ice dynam-818

ics, i.e., the glacier area is fixed. This assumption can result in mass change overestimates, specifically for819

glaciers with higher mass flux rates (Mukherjee and others, 2022).820

6 CONCLUSIONS821

Our findings suggest that often considered small model design changes, such as variations of temperature-822

index models and calibration options, can influence performance as well as volume and runoff projections.823

By changing only one model option at a time within the OGGM framework, we provide insight into glacier824

model behaviour differences that are impossible in large-scale glacier model intercomparison projects.825

During the calibration period, due to overparameterisation, even the simplest temperature-index model826

responded differently to different combinations of fixed MB model parameters, although all models matched827

the average geodetic MB. For example, we found increasing interannual MB variability, winter MB and828

MB elevation gradients for increasing precipitation factors and decreasing temperature biases. To assess829

the added value of a given process and, simultaneously, of better-resolved MB observations, we focussed830
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on 88 glaciers with available in-situ observations. While specifically using the interannual MB variability831

to calibrate otherwise fixed parameters led to better MB model performance (i.e., average modelled MB832

profile coincided better with observations), the added value of additional MB complexity is challenging to833

demonstrate. Nevertheless, performance was among the best for the most physically realistic MB model834

option combination with surface-type distinction with a negative exponential degree-day factor change,835

variable lapse rates and daily data. Matching approximately the observed MB gradient is essential as836

it directly influences the ice flux and, therefore, the assumed ice dynamics (Farinotti and others, 2009;837

Maussion and others, 2019). Without additional available calibration data, choosing the precipitation838

factor dependent on the glacier’s winter precipitation might make physically more sense than a globally839

fixed precipitation factor, although we could not find an added value in the MB model performance. Over840

a fixed glacier geometry, temperature-induced solid precipitation anomalies created nonlinear sensitivities841

to the specific MB for all examined temperature-index models. In contrast, cumulative positive-degree-day842

anomalies responded only nonlinear for models with included surface-type distinction.843

For projections that included ice dynamics and hypsometry feedback to allow glaciers to retreat to844

higher altitudes, the MB models responded strongly nonlinearly. The influence of a specific MB model845

choice depended on the differences between the future glacier state and climate compared to the calibration846

period. These patterns were consistent over the various calibration and other MB model options; thus,847

the projection differences between temperature-index models were also a result of their design differences848

and did not solely stem from overparameterisation. In a warmer climate, less negative temperature lapse849

rates resulted in systematically smaller projected glaciers by 2100. In addition, using monthly-changing850

snow-age dependent degree-day factors produced more or less glacier loss depending on whether the glacier851

accumulation area ratio is smaller or larger than during the calibration period. For example, under SSP1-852

2.6, the still existing examined glaciers resulted in smaller volumes in the first decades when including853

the surface-type distinction, while in the long term, it mainly resulted in larger volumes. Also, applying854

daily instead of monthly climate data can result in a larger or smaller glacier in a warmer climate. The855

outcome depended on how the balance shifts between the thresholds (melt and solid precipitation) and the856

correspondingly different calibrated model parameters. With more data in the calibration, glacier volume857

projections got smaller overall. However, at the scale of individual glaciers, the influence went both ways,858

partly illustrating the overparameterisation uncertainties.859

Comparisons between options were difficult, as we projected that half of the examined glaciers with in-860
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situ data will lose 50% of their volume by 2039, relative to 2020, independent of the climate scenario. As we861

showed that additional observations have the potential to reduce projection uncertainties, it is necessary to862

search for more climate-resilient glaciers to continue long-term in-situ observations and for better-resolved863

remote large-scale glacier-specific MB observations. While glacier model designs of, e.g. GlacierMIP2864

differed much more than our model options, we found that even small changes, such as the temperature-865

index model design or calibration choice, can substantially influence individual glacier projections. That866

influence can increase over time for the non-vanishing glaciers and becomes even more important when867

considering direct adaptation-critical estimates such as glacier runoff changes. These findings thus advance868

our understanding of projected uncertainties and the differences between glacier models and may be used869

to make informed decisions with respect to the MB model and calibration options.870

7 CODE AND DATA AVAILABILITY871

The code to create the figures is publicly available in the Github repository https://github.com/lilianschuster/872

oggm_mb_sandbox_option_intercomparison that used the OGGM massbalance-sandbox repository (https:873

//github.com/OGGM/massbalance-sandbox). The projections and other data are publicly available via874

Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7660887.875
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A APPENDIX1072

A.1 Snow ageing bucket system1073

We differentiate between snow, various firn age stages and ice by applying a monthly ageing update. At1074

initialisation, we assume to have ice everywhere. Then, for each month, solid precipitation that has not1075

melted in that same month goes inside the snow bucket. When melting occurs, the youngest bucket, the1076

snow bucket, is emptied first. If this is or gets empty, the next older bucket is emptied and so on. The1077

ageing update of the remaining snow occurs at the end of each month. The snow amount (in kg m´2) that1078

did not melt over that month is transferred to the next older bucket, which is the one-month-old bucket.1079

The same is repeated for all other buckets. If snow has fallen six years ago and has not melted, i.e., it was1080

transferred each month to the next older bucket, it will be finally converted to ice. There is no ice bucket,1081

as OGGM does the MB calibration before the ice thickness inversion (at this stage, OGGM does not know1082

how much ice lies below the surface). Thus, the mass is just removed from the buckets, and the gridpoint1083

is treated as ice if all buckets are empty. We use six years of spinup to initialise the buckets. Note that we1084

neglect ice dynamics in this approach. The monthly ageing update option with monthly buckets is much1085

more computationally expensive than a yearly ageing update (implemented but not used). However, the1086

monthly ageing update option is more realistic as the degree-day factor (i.e., depending on the surface type)1087

varies strongly between the seasons. With this bucket system, we do now have the possibility to track for1088

each month how much snow or firn amount (in kg m´2) there is for each bucket and each height-gridpoint1089

along the flowline, i.e., we can track the snow age in the vertical column in a monthly resolution.1090
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Fig. 8. Snow age tracking with snow buckets depicted for the Hintereisferner glacier for end of (a) October 2008,
(b) May 2009 and (c) August 2009. The approximate area-weighted mean altitude of that glacier is shown. Snow
is treated as ice when it is 72 months old and does not melt. In (a, b, c), the amount of ice is not shown. In (d),
for different assumptions of degree-day factor (df ) change with snow age, the calibrated evolution of the snow to
ice df is shown. In (e), the resulting average altitudinal-dependent MB over 2000-2019 is shown for the different
options together with the observations. In (f, g), only the melt MB profile is shown for October 2008 and May 2009.
With surface-type distinction, (f) more melt occurs in summer and (g) less in winter compared to no surface-type
distinction due to the applied snow-to-ice gradient of df (specifically at lower altitudes). We show here calibration
option C5 with resulting precipitation factor (pf )=3.45 for the temperature-index model with variable temperature
lapse rates and daily climate data.
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Using a monthly resolution, we can visualize the yearly cycle of surface-type distinction for a single1091

exemplary year (here the Hintereisferner glacier in Oetztal Alps, Austria, Appendix Fig. 8). At the end1092

of October, at the upper part of the glacier, relatively fresh snow is above the older firn layers and the1093

actual glacier ice. In the lower part, very little fresh snow or even no snow is above the glacier (Appendix1094

Fig. 8a). After the winter, here in May, the fresh snow is distributed equally over the glacier. However,1095

at the lowest part, winter snow starts to melt away (Appendix Fig. 8b). In August, only ice is left on the1096

entire lower part of the glacier, and at the upper part, winter snow and even some of the firn layers are1097

melting away (Appendix Fig. 8c). Thus, this method is a new way to distinguish between snow, firn and1098

ice surfaces which can be used to apply surface-type dependent degree-day factors or for potential future1099

other applications (e.g. estimating snow densities).1100
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1 Supplemental figures of the calibration and model performance
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Figure S1: (a) Relation between winter daily precipitation and calibrated precipitation factor (pf ) for
C2 for the 114 glaciers where the calibration to match the winter MB was possible for all temperature-
index model options together (correlation coefficient R2=0.2). The logarithmic fit with one standard
deviation error of the parameters is given. This relation is used to estimate glacier-specific pf for option
C5. The only relation between calibrated pf and glacier(-climate) characteristic that we found was
with winter precipitation (i.e., average daily precipitation over the years 1980–2019 between October
and April for glaciers in the Northern Hemisphere and between April and September for glaciers in the
Southern Hemisphere).(b) Uncorrected and corrected precipitation distributions of the 114 glaciers.
If the same pf , median from (a), is applied to each glacier, the precipitation distribution width is
much larger than the uncorrected one or the one using a winter precipitation dependent pf .
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Figure S2: Amount of glaciers per RGI region that could be calibrated for all calibration and
temperature-index model options (in total 88 glaciers). That means the glaciers need to have, both
sufficient winter MB and annual MB measurements available as well as fitting parameter combinations
for all options.
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Figure S3: Amount of glaciers per temperature-index model options that could be calibrated for option
(a) C4 and (b) C5

Figure S4: Temperature-index model performance for different measures from independent obser-
vations for calibration option C5. In (a), the difference between modelled and observed mean MB
gradient below the equilibrium line altitude (ELA) and in (b) the standard deviation quotient be-
tween modelled and observed interannual MB variability are shown. The resulting distributions are
represented by the 5%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile (median), 75%ile and the 95%ile.
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Figure S5: MB model performance comparison for different measures from independent observations
for calibration option C5. The median measure from the reference model is given and then compared to
the other model options. In (a), the ratio of MB profile mean absolute errors (mae) between observed
and modelled mean MB profile over the observation years is shown for 83 glaciers. As we do not
want to set too much weight on the wider snow or firn-covered accumulation area where uncertainties
are larger, we compute the mae of the altitudinal bands without weighting for the glacier width. To
compare the performance between different temperature-index model options, we divide the mae of
every option through the reference model option. In (b), differences in the absolute std. quotients
to one (i.e., a measure of how well the interannual MB is matched) are shown for 212 glaciers. df

stands for degree-day factor. The resulting distributions are represented by the 5%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile

(median), 75%ile and the 95%ile. A distribution shift to the right means, for each measure, that this
option matches the validation measure worse than the reference option. The differences in the mean
MB gradient absolute bias below the equilibrium line altitude are shown in Fig. 3a.
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Figure S6: Same as Fig. 3b but looking into the MB profile mean absolute error (mae) ratio
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2 Supplemental figures of volume projections
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Figure S7: Same as Fig. 5, for RGI60-11.00897, i.e., Hintereisferner glacier volume projections (2000-
2100) for two SSP scenarios. The interquartile range (75%ile–25%ile, IQR) and the total range re-
sulting from (a) the temperature-index model options and (b) the calibration options are shown. df

stands for degree-day factor, pf for precipitation factor, and tb for temperature bias. The volume
estimates correspond to the median volume from the five GCMs.
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Figure S8: Similar to Fig. 6 but instead for SSP5-8.5: (a) Individual glacier volume changes in 2040
and 2100 for 15 glaciers that could be calibrated on all options and still exist in 2100 under the SSP5-
8.5 scenario. Individual glacier volume ratios for (b-f) temperature-index model and (g) calibration
options. The resulting distributions are represented by the 5%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile (median), 75%ile and
the 95%ile. A distribution shift to the right (left) means that including this option instead of the
reference option results in a larger (smaller) glacier volume than the MB model combinations that use
the respective reference option. Note that the volume changes and ratios are estimated from all MB
model and calibration options, i.e., (a) represents 15 glaciers · 5 calibration · (3 · 3 · 2) temperature-
index models options. Volume ratios are in total represented respectively by (b) 15 · 5 · (3 · 3), in (c–f)
15 ·5 · (3 ·2), and in (g) 15 · (3 ·3 ·2) glaciers and options. We only look at the median volume estimates
of the five GCMs.
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Figure S9: Additional subplot of (a) Fig. 6 and (b) Fig. S8 by comparing volume projections of
another temporal climate resolution variant. "pseudo-daily changing std" is an option where the
applied daily temperature standard deviation is derived from the actual daily W5E5 and future GCMs
instead of using a seasonally different but interannually constant standard deviation as used in the
MB model option "pseudo-daily". The resulting distributions are represented by the 5%ile, 25%ile,
50%ile (median), 75%ile and the 95%ile. In 2100, using the "pseudo-daily changing std" compared to
the monthly option results in a larger projected glacier volume for more than 75% of the glaciers.
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Figure S10: Standard deviation of temperature-index model option volume ratios for any vs the
reference MB model option for the different calibration options (see Table 2) in the year 2040 and
2100. In (a), the distribution from the common running and still in 2100 existing glaciers for SSP1-
2.6 and (b), respectively, for SSP5-8.5 are shown. The distribution of the standard deviation of the
temperature-index model type volume ratios (for each glacier one std) is used here to compare how
much the temperature-index model types vary for each calibration option.
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3 Supplemental figures of runoff projections
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Figure S11: Additional subplots of Fig. 7 to show the influence of downscaling model parameter
choice on the four different runoff components in OGGM (again for the Aletsch glacier): (a, b) melt
on glacier, (c, d) melt off glacier, (e, g) liquid precipitation on glacier and (g, h) liquid precipitation
off glacier. The "off"-glacier parts are coming from the former glacier area at the RGI data. Thus, the
"on"-glacier components are dominant over the first decades while the "off"-glacier influence increases
as the glacier melts away.
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Figure S12: The equivalent Fig. 1 for runoff and volume: Influence of downscaling MB model parame-
ters on the (a, b) average annual runoff, (c, d), projected volume, (e, f) interannual runoff variability,
and the four different runoff components (g, h) melt on glacier, (i, j) melt off glacier, (k, l) liquid
precipitation on glacier and (k, l) liquid precipitation off glacier. It is shown here for the Hintere-
isferner glacier, Ötztal Alps, Austria using the reference temperature-index model during the period
2003-2099. Although all parameter combination choices match the mean specific MB equally well,
they can differ substantially in volume and runoff estimates. On the left plots, (a, c, e, g, j, k, m),
temperature bias (tb) is set to zero and precipitation factor (pf ) is varied while on the right plots,
(b, d, f, h, j, l, n), pf is set to 2 and tb is varied. Future projections are the median estimates from
five GCMs.
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Figure S13: Aletsch glacier (RGI60-11.01450) projections for the annual runoff (same structure as in
Fig. S7). Note that for this glacier, in (b), the calibrated parameters and thus projections for options
C1, C2 and C5 of the reference MB model are very similar. The runoff estimates correspond to the
median runoff from the five GCMs.
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Figure S14: Aletsch glacier (RGI60-11.01450) projections for the melt on glacier contribution to the
annual runoff (same structure as in Fig. S13). The melt on glacier estimates correspond to the median
from the five GCMs.
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Figure S15: Hintereisferner glacier (RGI60-11.00897) projections for the annual runoff (same structure
as in Fig. S7). The runoff estimates correspond to the median from the five GCMs.
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Figure S16: Hintereisferner glacier (RGI60-11.00897) projections for the melt on glacier contribution
to the annual runoff (same structure as in Fig. S7). The melt on glacier estimates correspond to the
median from the five GCMs.
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Figure S17: Glacier runoff projections for SSP1-2.6 and SSP5-8.5 for 83 glaciers with additional data.
The figure is equally constructed as Fig. 6 and Suppl. Fig. S8, but here the runoff instead of the
volume is shown. Note that around half of the glaciers do not exist any more in 2100 but the runoff
of the former glacierized area is included in the fixed-gauge runoff.
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